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ABSTRACT 
The notion of near metacompactness is introduced by generalizing 

the notion of metacompactne8H as well as that of near paracompactness. 

A topological space Xis said to be nearly metacompact if every regular 

open cover of X has a point-finite open refinement. The class of nearly 

metacompact spaces contains the class of metacompact spaces as well 

as that of nearly paracompact spaces both. In collectionwise normal 

spaces the notion of near metacompactness is equivalent to that of near 

paracompactness. In semi-regular spaces the notion of near 

metacompactneHs coincide with that of metacompactness. The nPar 

metacompactneRs Htrengthens countably compactness to near 

compactness. 

Introduction. ln the preHent. paper we introduce the notion of 

near metacompnctneRs by gcrwrnli:zing tho notion of metacornpactness as 

well as that of near parncompactnm-ia. A topological space Xis said to be 

nearly metacompact if every regular open cover of X has a point-finite 

open refinement. The class of nearly metacompact spaces contains the 

class of metacompact spaces as well as that of nearly paracompact spaces 

both. In collection wise normal spaces the notion of near metacompactness 

is equivalent to that of near paracompactness. In semi-regular spaces the 

notion of near metacompactness is equivalent to that of metacompactness. 

The near metacompactness strengthens countably compactness to near 

compactness. The notion of near compactness is due to Singal and Mathur 

[5]. A topological space Xis said to be nearly compact if every regular open 

cover of Xhas a finite subcover. The notion of near paracompactness is 
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due to Singal nnd Arya [4J. A topological space .A ts imid to b<~ n<·;u·ll 

paracompact if' every regular open cover of X has a locnlly l'init<: 01w11 

refinement, t.lw whole paper is divided into five sectimrn. In m1ctio11 I LIH' 

notion of ne;1r md:tcompactness is introduced and studied. In :-wction ~ 

several counL(1r ('Xnrnplt~s are given which demonstrate the inv;didity ot 

several possible co11j<1dures concerning nearly mctacompact 8IJ<1ces. In 

section ;3 nearly md:icornpact spaces and sum and product theorcmH are 

given. In section 11 nP:trly mdacompact spaces and subset theorems ar<' 

given. LasUy in Hl'cl.io11 :i nearly metacompact spaces and mappmg 

theorems are giv<•n. 

1. Nearly Metacotnpad, 8pnces 

1.1 Definition. A Lopologic:d Hpace X iH H:lid to be nearly metacompact if 

every regular open cover of'X haH a point-finite open refinement. 

1.2 Theorem. A topological space Xis nearly metacompact iff every o

open cover ofXhas a point-finite open refinement. 

Proof. Obvious in view of the fad that regularly open sets form a base of 

o-open sets. 

1.3 Theorem. Every nearly paracompact space is nearly metacompact. 

Proof. Obvious in view of the fact that every locally finite collection is 

point-finite. 

1.4 Theorem. Every metacompact space is nearly metacompact. 

Proof. Obvious in view of the fact that every regular open cover is also an 

open cover. 

1.5 Theorem. /\ semi-regular space Xis metacompact iff Xis nearly 

metacompnct. 

Proof. If X is metncompact then by 'l'heorem 1.4 above, X is nearly 

metacompact. So nssunie thnt X iA a Aetni-regular nearly metacompact 

space. Let Ube an open cover of X. Since in a semiregular space every 

open set is o-open. therefore, U is also a o-open cover of X. Since Xis 

nearly metacompact, therefore, by Theorem 1.2, Uhas a point-finite open 

refinement. Hence Xis metacompact. 

Michael (2) has proved the following theorem: 

1.6 Theorem. [2] Every point-finite open covering of a collectionwise 

normal space has a locally finite open refinement. 

Using Theorem 1.6 above we prove the following theorem: 

1. 7 Theorem. A collectionwise normal space Xis nearly paracompact iff 
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Proof: Let X be a co Uc." :t.ionwise norrnn i space.If Xis nearly p;i rac\ 1m p:1ci 

then by Theorem I.:} Xis nearly metncompact. So assume thnt }. 1s :· 

nearly metacompact. sp:1e<!. Let Ube a regular open cover of'X. Ti.en 11~ 

near metacompactncss of'X, Uhas a point-finite open refinement. sn:v \ · 

Now by Theorem I .G above, Vhas a locally finite open refinement, say W .. 

Then Wis a locally finite open refinement of U. Hence Xis near!) 

paracompact. 

The following Llwon)!ll is clue to Richard and Dugundji [:1] 

1.8 Theorem .. [:IJ I ,ct,{/\": uri\} be a point-finite C:OV\!ring of a topological 

space X. Then there exit-its an irreducible suhcovering, t.lrnt is, a subcovering 

that, when any single set. it-i l'\!lllovcd, is no longN ti covering ofX 

Using theorem 1.8 :1bovc we prove the following theorem: 

1.9 Theorem. Every countably compact nearly mctacompact space is 

nearly compact. 

Proof. LetXbe a countably compact nearly metacompact space. Let U 
:={U": aeA} be a regular open covt~r of X. By the near metacompactness of 

X, Uhas a point-finite open refinement, say V: {Vj1 : ~eB}. Then by Theorem 

1.8 above, V has an irreducible subcovoring, say {V1 : yer}. This minimal 

covering must be finite. For, we can find in each V1 a pointyy belonging to 

no set other than Vy and if V :={Vy: yef} is not finite then {y1 : y£f} is an 

infinite subset of X. Let L\ be a countably infinite subset of r. We may 

index the element of L\ as follows: L\ ={Yi. Y2 ..• } . Then clearly {y1 ,, y12 , •. . } is 

a sequence in X. Let xrX. Then tlwre exists n yd"' such that. xcVy. Now 

if yef.., then there is some positive integt'r i such that.Yr•C Vr. Now consider 

the positive integer£+ 1, then clenrly hy t.hu const.n1cLion of the set/ Yr: 

yer} and the R<xjuence { .Yy1, ,Yy1, ... } it follows that there is no positive 

interger n:::: 1:+1 such thatyy,, e Vy. and ify€: L\, then dearly Vy contains 

no point of the sequence { yy1, yy2 ... .}. Hence xis not an accumulation point 

of the sequence {yy1, yy2 ... .}. From this it follows that the sequence { y1;. 

yy2, ... } inXhas no accumulation point which contradicts the fact that Xis 

cuntably compact. Therefore, {Vy."'(f.f} is a finite open covering of X. Choose 

for each yf.f an a(y)£A such that V1 c Ua(yl. Then {Ua(y1:yef} is a finite 

subcovering of U. Therefore, Xis nearly compact. 

2. Counter-Examples. 

2.1 Example. Nearly metacompact space which is not metacompact. 

LetX:= {aiJ, a,, a:i,_i:=l.2,. . .}. Let each m; be an isolated point. Let (U"(a;): 
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/I, =1 ,2, .. .} be the ft1 ndarnenta} system of !1C ighborhoodH of 11.;, W IH't'!' {{ J" 
(a;)= {a;, a1;, 111;: .i > n} for each n=l,2, ... . Let {V1

(u): 1i,: l.:J, .. .} lw t.lH• 

fundamental H.YHL<!rn of' neighborhoods ofa, where V'(o.) : .. {a.11.11 <tu :i;::: n,j 

> n) for e:1ch n l,:J, ... . '!'hen B = {{o.;;} i,j = 1,2, .. .} U {{ l!"(a):n== 1,2, .. .}: i 

= 1,2, .. .} (/ {\/" (u): 11 1,2, .. .) is a base for a topology, say 1, 011 X. Then 

(X,1) is a nearly nu·t:1compnct space but it is not metacompact. 

2.2 Example. N<!:\ rly met.acorn pact normal Hausdorff space which is not 

nearly panu:o111pact. 

'!'he M ich:wl'~1 mod ific:iLion 121 of the Bing's space [1] is an example 

of space which is nc:it'ly mdncompact 11onn:d and llausdorffbut not nearly 

paracompact. 

2.3 Example. A nearly md:tcompact spncc with a subset which is not 
nearly meta.compact. 

The Tychonoff plank X fO,n/ x fO,wj is a nearly metacompact 

space but the deleted 'l'ychonoff plank Y = X-{Q, w)) is not a nearly 

metacompact space. 

2.4 Example. A nearly metacompact space X such that Xx Xis not 

nearly metacompaci. 

The Sorgenfrey line Sis nearly metacompact but the Sorgenfrey plank 8 
x Sis not nearly metacompact. 

2.5 Note. Frolm the results of section 2.1and2.2 above together with 

other known results we have the following implication diagram: 

paraco11ipact 

n 
(,".-> metacompact 

11,ea,rl.Y .fUlr<i.co111,1uu~t ~~~) 1J,(!l1,rly 111,etaco111./>(icl. 

3. Nearly Metacompact Srmces and Sum and Product Theore1n 

3.1 Theorem. 'I'he disjoint topological Hum of nearly metacompact space 

is nearly metacompact. 
Proof. Lef {Xa: a.EA) be a disjoint family of nearly metacompact spaces. 

LetX denote the disjoint topological sum of this family. Let U= {Up:: ~eB} 

be a regularly open cover of X. Then for each aeA, {Up n Xx: ~eB} is an open 

cover of Xa and so {Int xa Clxa (UrrlX,J: ~EB) is a regularly open cover of Xx 
Since Xx is nearly metacompact, therefore {Int xa Clxa(U1inXJ: ~EB) has a 
point-finite open (inXa), refinement, say v;, .Then surely U=uau. Vais a 

point-finite open refinement of U. Hence Xis nearly metacompact. 

3.2 Theorem. Let {Ga: a.EA) be a family of subsets of topological space X 
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such that {InlxG": o:r/\} forms a point-finite opun covering of X. If l~Hch G" 

is rn;arly mdacompact., t.hen Xis nearly mdncornpact. 

Proof'. Let {U11: [kl// lw m1y regulnr op('rl covering of X. 'l'lwn for c~nch 

ur/\ , { l111: [kB} is a relatively open covering of Gu . Then {Tnf.u11 Clu,, (lf 11r1U11) 

: fkH}. is a regulnl'ly open (in Gu) cover of Ge, for each uu\. Sincl~ U,, is 

nearly mctacompacl., Lherdorc {/11./-1;" Clu,,(ll11 nG,J: lklJ} has n point

finite (in G") open (in ( l,,) n~l'irwment, say {Vi1 n G": yrr,,} where each V11 

is open in X. 'l'lw11 Ht1n·ly {\11( 1 /11./.,.G,,: cxrA} is a point-finite open refinement 

of {ll11: [kH}. I l<~nu~ Xis nearly met.acompact. 

il.3 Corollary. I ,et {G": w·/\ l h<' ;1 point. - finite open covering of :1 topological 

space X. If each G., is twady nwt.:icnmpnct., then Xis 1w:.1 rly m<'U1compact. 

3.4 'l'heoren1. The product. of n 1w;1rly !lll'l.acompad. Hpace with a nearly 

compact space iH nearly m<'l.ncompnct .. 

Proof. Let X be a nenrly nwt.:1compacl. and Ya nearly compact space. 

Let Ube a regulady open cov<•r ol' Xx Y. /,e/. (x,y) f Xx Y. Then there 

exists regularly open subset\/,,, nnd W,Y ol'X and Y respectively, such that 

(x,y) f Vw w,yC Ufor some Ur u f,ef. /
1 = {.x}xYfor each Xe x. Then {Wxy 

: (x,y)rl') is a regularly open covering of the nearly compact space Yand 

therefore there exists a finite sulmet J' of lx such that {Wvv: (x,y) e Jx} is 

a covering of Y. For each xr)( let \/, = n {Vxy (x,y) E J x}. Then \/,,is a 

regularly open subset of X containing x. Let V (V,: x£ X}. Then Vis a 

regularly open covering of X. Since Xis nearly metacompact, therefore, 

V has a point -finite open (in X) refinement, say G. Now for each Ge G 
there exists xucX such that Ge Vx0 . Now letH = {G nWxv: Gt:G, (x,_y)r ,Jx, 
x EX}. 'l'hen surnly His a point finite open refinement: of U. Hence Xx Y 

is nearly metacompact. 

3.5 Corollary. 'l'hc product of a nearly mdacompact space with a compact 

space is nearly metacompnct. 

4. Nearly Metacompact Spaces and Subset Theorem. 

4.1 Theorem. Every do-open subset of nearly metacompact space is nearly 

metacompact. 

Proof. Let Xbe a nearly metacompact space and Ybe a clo-open subset 

of X. Let U = {U"-: cxfA} be a cover of Y by regularly open subsets of Y. 

Since regularly open subsets of a do-open subset Y of Xis a regularly 

open subset of X, therefore, each U" is a regularly open subset of X. Also 

clearly X-Y is a regularly open subset of X. Therefore, Uu {X-Y} is a 
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regularly open cover of X. Since Xis nearly nwl.acorn pncL, Ll1(!1"dot'(', lfo·n· 

exists a poi11tAi nit<· open (in X) rcfinenwnL, say \!={Vii: lk!J/ of' l!"J {S. )'/. 

Then surely V r1 Y -·{Vii n Y: lk!J} is a point-finite (in n op<~n (in Y) 

refinement of U 'l'IH'n' fore, Yis nearly mdacompact. 

5. Nearly MntHcon1pact Spac<>. and Mapping· Theorem. 

5.1 Theorem. I,!'(,/: X> Y be an almost conitinuous open surjc~ction 

such that./ 1 (y) iH n finite subset of X for each ycY Then Y iH 1w:1rly 

meta com p:1d, i r x is JJ(':I rly meta com pact. 

Proof. Ld X IH~ :1 n<·arly mdacompact. space. Let U = {U": cxrA) be a 

regularly open cov('r of Y. Since l is ahnocd. continuous open surjection 

and hence is :dmost. cont.i11t1ous almost. open sur.i<'ctinn, therefore, /" 1 (U) 

= {f- 1(Ua.): <XU\/ is n rcgulnrly open cov<~r of X. 'l'hercforc, there exists n 

point-finite open rdincnwnt, Nay V {Vp: [kB l off 1 (U). Then surely/( V) 

= {f(Vi1): ~d3) is a point - fini L<! open refinement of U. Hence Y is nearly 

metacompact. 

5.2 Theorem. Let{: X-'> Ybe a continuous o- closed surjection such that 

f ·1 (y) is N-closed for each ycY. Then Xis nearly metacompact, if Y is 

nearly metacornpact. 

Proof. Let Y be a nearly metacompact space. Let U = (U,, : cxcA} be a 

regularly open cover of X. Let r be that collection of all finite subsets of/\. 

Let Vy= Y-f(X-uacy Ua.) for each yff. Then surely V ={Vy: yrr} iH n o-op<'n 

cover of Y such that t 1 (Vr )cUa.c-y U.,) for each yeL Since }' iH 1wnrly 

n1cd;acompnct. therefore, V has a point-finite open rcfi1wmvnt., Hll.Y W { 
Wo: or.A}. Since for each or.A t.hern i8 y,1fr Httch tlrnt. iV,1c \I.ii, t.lwrdon\ 

for en ch oe/\, there exiNt.8 a .Voci" t:iudt Urn L / I (W .. ,) c / 1 (\!yi.)c Umyl< {!.,The 11 

surely{/ 1 (Wr,) n ll .. : <i!''Yh ,Ol'A iH It poi111.- l'init.(! open rdinoment of U. 

Hence Xis nearly mot.ncompat.. 
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